
                HOLIDAY HOME WORK  

                                      CLASS 6
th

 

ENGLISH LITERATURE 

1. Learn all the question and answers, word meanings and exercises of L1,2 and 11 

which are in the book and copey. 

2. Learn all the dictation words and write them 5 times. 

3. Read the lesson 3 ‘Dental Care’ and lesson 4 ‘Cricket’ and find their answers and 

exercises. 

4. Find the meanings of these words – 

i. Gritty, Diagnose, Probing, Alloy, Succumbed, Ecstatic, Respite, Decimated, 

Fervent, cleicking. 

   ENGLISH LANGUAGE 

1. Learn all the exercises of L- 1,2,3 and 4 letter, essay which are given in book and 

copy. 

2. Write an essay on ‘ A Visit to an Exhibition’. 

3. Write a letter to the editor of a National Daily Newspaper Highlighting the problem 

of stray cattle on the roads. 

4. Write a short paragraph on ‘ The Best Place To Visit’  

5. Write a Synonyms and Antonyms 

i. Appoint, Able, Dangerous, Float, Heavy, Deep, Humble, Increase, Former, 

Knwledge, 

HISTORY AND CIVICS 

1. Learn the lessons 1, 2 and 3 of History and lesson 16 and 17 of civicsall the question 

and answers and exercises. 

2. Read the lesson 5 ‘Mesopotamian civilization’ and L-6 ‘Egyptian Civilization’ and 

mark their and question and answers and exercises. 

HINDI LITERATURE 

1. Chapter- 1 kalm chalo chup chaap. Words meanings, question and answers and all 

exercises. 

2. Chapter-2 Idgaaha words meanings, question and answers and all exercises. 

3. Chapter-3 Purvi seemant asam Words meanings question and answers and all 

exercises. 

4. Chapter-4 Sunami ki kahani Words Meanings question and answers and all 

exercises. 



HINDI LANGUAGE 

1. Chapter-1 Language, Script and Grammar questions and all exercises. 

2. Chapter-2 Orthography Questions and answers and all exercises. 

3. Chgapter-3 Etymology Question and answers and all exercises. 

4. Chapter-4 Prefix and suffix, question and answers and all exercises. 

5. Essay writing – Khel tatha swasth  

6. Letter Writing- Mohalla ki gandagi k  Vishay ma shikayti patr 

7. Paragraph Writting- Vigyaan aur manav.  

BIOLOGY 

1. Learn all answers and exercises of L-1 Classification of living Organisms. 

L-2 Classification of animals. Write each answers 3 times in home work 

notebook. 

2. Activity Based = Drawing of charts group wise. 

Group 1 = Draw the chart of five kingdom system and paste picture of each. 

Group 2= Collect five picture of Biologist and write 10 points on each. 

Group 3= Draw a chart of Invertebrates and their classification, paste picture of 

each. 

Group 4= Draw a chart of Vertebrates and their classification, paste picture of each. 

PHYSICS 

1. Learn all answers and exercises of L-1 Measurement I and L-2 Measurement II. 

Write each answers three times in holiday homework copy and exercises ones. 

2. Draw the charts on the given topics Division of chart making in group wise. 

Group-1 Draw a chart on some traditional units of measurement of length and 

write their names. 

Group-2 Chart of some fundamental quantities of the S.I units. 

Group-3 Measuring area of regular surface ( Draw figure and write their 

formulae) 

Group-4 Measuring volume of regular solid ( Draw figure and write their 

formulae)  

Group-5 Draw the chart of measuring the volume of an irregular object based on 

Activity-6. 

Group-6 Draw a chart on parallax arrow. 

Activity for all = Work on the activities (1,2,3,4) and write their observations in 

Holiday Home work Note Book.  

 

 



CHEMISTRY 

1. Learn all the answers of L-1 and L-2 and write each answers 3 times in 

Holiday Home Work Notebook + exercises once only. 

2. Division of Activities based on projects Group wise. 

Group-1 Make a chart of common laboratory Apparatus and Equipments. 

Group-2 Draw a chart to observe that matter has mass (Act 2.1) . 

Group-3 To observe that matter occupies space (Act 2.2)  

Group-4 To observe that solid have a definite shape (Act 2.3)  

Group-5 To observe that solids have definite volume (Act 2.4) 

Group-6 To observe that liquids have definite volume but no fixed shape (Act 

2.5) 

Group-6 Distinguishing Features of solids, liquids and gases. 

 

SANSKRIT Chapter 1-4 

Word meaning of chapter1-4  

One word answers  

Fill in the blanks  

Match the following 

Choose appropriate words by joining the letters Pg-9 

Choose appropriate options for Sanskrit Synonyms Pg-16 

Write main roots and their singular form Pg-23 

 

MATHS 

Write tables 1 to 20 – 2 times  

Squares upto 1 to 30 – 3 times  

Cubes upto 1 to 15 – 3 times  

Revise Chapter 1,2,3 and 4 in Holiday home work Notebook 

 

General Knowledge 

1. Write down the important events took place during the year 2015-16 

(Maximum 20 events ) 

Note- Make a thin Notebook and paste some Pictures regarding same. 

2. Learn Chapter 1 to 12 Completely.  

  

COMPUTER 

1. Prepare L-1 and L-2 for Ist term. 

2. Learn formative assignment (Pg-24) 

3. Design a page in MS- WORD. Inserting images, graphics, causing 

awareness on ‘Junk Food’. Get a coloured print out. 



4. Design a page in MS-WORD inserting images, graphics on “My first day of 

School”. Get a coloured print out. 

 

GEOGRAPHY 

1. Learn all the chapters of 1,2 and 3 exercise, geo-terms. Find out the 

question and answers and exercises of chapter 5,6, and 7. Make a 

poster display of different types of maps collected from magazine 

and newspapers. Label the map and discuss 

2. Draw the pictures of globe, satellite picture of the earth, compass, 

pictures of Hachure hills shade and contour on chart paper. 

3. Make the models of solar system. 

4. Underline the hard words of all chapters. 

5. Draw neat sketch of the following features and colour it and give on 

example of each. 

 

HISTORY/CIVICS 

1. Learn the question and answers and exercises of chapter1,2, and 

3 underline hard word mark out question and answers of 4,5 

and6. 

2. Civics read the chapter and learn question and answers of L-15 

and L-16 and find out the question and answers of chapter 17 and 

18. 

MORALS 

1. Learn answers of L-1 and L-2  

L-1 the daughter of sun and moon  

L-2 The people in the next town  

2. Read chapter 3 ( the virtous puppets) and L-4 ( But they did not 

give up) and find answers. 

 

 

  

 

   

 


